
FROM MOUNT KENYA TO KILIMANGIARO 



“The effort may be 

temporary, but the 

achievement is forever!“



On November 13, 2009 Massimo Coda was

the victim of a tragic accident in the

mountains. An experienced and

professional mountain climber and alpinist,

he had to undergo 16 surgeries over 8

years, and countless months bedridden.

Even after a full recovery, he could not walk

correctly. Despite this, he decided to risk it

all with the sole and unshakable goal of

returning to climbing and mountaineering.

However, in March 2018, he asked to have

his right leg amputated. Coda was beside

himself; “Fate wanted to debilitate me,

deprive me of my passions and I no longer

had identified with myself, but with the

prosthesis that I now relied on. Since then, I

have progressively regained full possession

of my life and my dreams were never

broken but have returned to being my sole

objective.



In 2015, at the age of 29, Andrea Lanfri contracted

meningitis with meningococcal sepsis. After being
in a coma for a month, he lost both legs and seven
of his fingers. Thanks to willpower and passion for
sport, he managed to return to his former life after a

year, participating in Paralympic Athletics, starting
to run with a pair of carbon fibre prostheses,
purchased through the help of a fundraiser. Lanfri
became the first Italian male athlete with double

amputation to go below 12 seconds in the 100
metres. He went on to conquer 3 Italian records: 2
Bronze medals together with a Silver at the
European Championships and a Silver at the 2017

World Championships. It is his return to rock, in
climbing and mountaineering, disciplines which he
practised before illness. His story is one of great
courage and extraordinary determination, rewarded

with the achievement of sporting goals that seemed
impossible. Lanfri remains an athlete who is a
symbol of life and of an entire national sports
movement.



Climbing the summit of the highest mountain in Kenya and

second highest peak on the African continent, at 5199
metres above sea level. Mount Kenya (or Kirinyaga in the
Gikuyu dialect) is the highest mountain in Kenya and the
second highest in Africa (after Kilimanjaro). It is located in

central Kenya, just south of the equator, north-east of
Nyeri and about 160 km north-east of Nairobi. The first
European to sight the mountain was the German

missionary, Johann Ludwig Krapf, in 1849. The first known

ascent was completed by British geographer Sir Halford
John Mackinder in 1899.

MOUNT



MOUNT

Mount Kilimanjaro is a dormant volcano

located in north-eastern Tanzania. With its

5895 metres above sea level, it is the highest

mountain on the African continent, the highest

single mountain in the world, and one of the

highest volcanoes on the planet as well as

being the highest of Africa’s seven peaks.



2022

PROJECT

From mount Kenya to Kilimanjaro

Climbing the two highest mountains on the African 

continent, two Italians, Andrea Lanfri and 

Massimo Coda, will be the first to undertake such 

a task with amputations. 

Their message is simple: Go for it! For everyone 

who has found a ‘snag in their life, there is always 

a way forward. Always follow your dreams!

By the Numbers:
11.094TOT metres ahead to climb 
3 prosthesis 
1 foot



JULY 2018
MONTE ROSA 4634MT

SEPTEMBER 2018
GREAT TOP OF LAVAREDO 2999 
MT

JANUARY 2019
CHIMBORAZO 6310 MT

JUNE 2019 
FROM SUMMIT TO THE OCEAN 
(FROM MOUNT ROSA TO 
FINESTERRE 1000KM-4634 MT)

OCTOBER 2019
PUNTHA HIUNCHIULI DAULAGHIRI 
VIII NEPAL 7246 MT

Unique entreprises of one of 

a kind achieved for the first 

time by a 4 limb amputee.

“I learned to appreciate and value

what is left of me, without wasting

too much time thinking about what I

no longer have.”

Andrea Lanfri



KtoK 2022 
TOGETHER FOR INCLUSIVENESS IN A SHARED EXPERIENCE



CIRCULAR CREATIVITY AND SOCIAL ECONOMY 

WE RECOVER WE REGENERATE WE DONATE 

We champion Innovation and craftsmanship in favour of circular creativity. The goal is to develop a new system that

creates shared value, through the creative reuse of waste products to reduce waste and give new life and value to

discarded objects. The project is sustainable from a social, ethical and environmental viewpoint and involves people in

fragile conditions and disadvantaged backgrounds, giving them an opportunity for employment and participatory inclusion.

We are committed to sustainable development, following the one of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

defined by the United Nations, ‘to achieve a better and more sustainable future for all’.



JOIN OUR FUNDRAISER

This fundraiser has the ambition to put in motion more accessible economic dynamics to support the mobility of disabled

people in third world countries. The intention is to send the reconditioned wheelchairs to the Neema Hospital in Kenya.

The fundraiser will be hosted on the www.eppela.com platform and will start at the same time as the climb from 15 August

to 7 September 2022.

http://www.eppela.com/


The project will be followed 

with live video links that will 

cover its progress.

The expedition will be narrated by
video footage, the goal is to tell a
story, which will be one-of-a-kind.



PARTNERS



WAYS TO CONTRIBUTE:

HELP US TOWARDS THE GOAL,

Contribute to our Summit and 

help us realise this once-in-a-

lifetime experience!


